
 
OMNIPRESENCE ACADEMY OF LIFE PVT. LTD  

REDIKALL STATEMENTS BASED ON DATE OF BIRTH 

The date of the month, on which we take birth can have a profound effect on our lives. ‘Redikally’ 
speaking, it reminds us of the gifts that the Universe brings for us on that date. So read on and find out 
your unique gift !! 

Find out below, the most suitable affirmation for you based on your date of birth. Look for the 
affirmation, corresponding to your date of birth. Check if the affirmation is resonating well with you. If 
you find the resonance, please affirm the given Redikall Statement or affirmation for 21 times for the 
period of 1 week.  

July 14  to July 20, 2019 

For the best results, you could write these affirmations. 
 
 
Birthdate 1  
CL14 LEFT SELF RELIANCE CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I contribute (to myself/others) with self-reliance.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Are you are still waiting for better times, better opportunities, better courage, better insights or clarity                
to give a boost to your or others personal or professional life? However, what could be a better moment                   
than this very moment? The best person available at the moment is ‘YOU’. As the future is uncertain                  
and the past is over, this is the very moment in your hands. How would you make the best out of this                      
moment and do what you expected others to do in the past to give a positive boost?  
 
Birthdate 2 
FL8 - LEFT CLARITY CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I courageously contribute, serve and perform.  
 

SHORT EXPLANATION 
Clarity is important for personal and professional effectiveness. When you do not have hundred percent               
clarity, you may stagnate or slow down in life. You may not be able to act or contribute in an adequate                     
manner. Don't you feel that it's time to make up your mind and take care of this confusion and difficulties in                     
deciding between various action plans? Examine and address your reluctance to do, discharge, deliver or               
perform by embracing certain opportunities as they may not be suiting your beliefs, conditionings and moral                
upbringing. Remaining in a confused state of mind could be an excuse for not contributing, imparting,                
delivering, giving or sharing as per the guidance from your own conscience.  
 
Birthdate 3 
VC6 - SCOPE RECOGNITION CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I recognise my possibility to make a significance difference in the world around me.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Even though you may think that some people around you might be perceiving you to be small, insignificant                  
and not good enough, you need to explore your full potential to bring about a major, substantial, significant                  
and immense impact on the world around you.  
 
Birthdate 4  
AC17 LETTING GO CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I let go and I let flow.  
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SHORT EXPLANATION 
Everything in this universe is in a flow and rhythm. This includes electrons, planets, humans and all                 
creation. The universe does not support stagnation and stoppage of flow of any kind. Due to your                 
tendency to hoard or due to your tendency to hold back, if you are refraining from letting go or letting                    
flow, the stagnated energy will eventually remind you to simply let go and let flow in a natural way.                   
Holding back emotions, thoughts, ideas, finances, decisions, responses, etc. could be against the flow of               
life. What if you simply let them go and let them flow from you and towards you?  
 
Birth date  5  
BLR5 - RIGHT EMOTIONAL HURT RELEASE CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I recognise and resolve my stored emotional hurts.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
It would be easier for you to put your best foot forward if you let go of and release stored emotional                     
hurts. Perhaps you have been storing some of the past emotional hurts in your calf muscles without                 
your conscious knowledge and it is time to let them go so that you can put your best foot forward in                     
your chosen direction.  
 
Birthdate 6  
FR29 - RIGHT LISTENING CHAKRA  
 
AFFIRMATION 
I actively enhance my listening skills.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
There is a difference between hearing and listening. One hears in a passive manner, though listening is                 
an active choice one has to make. It is possible that you may not be listening to the universe and people                     
in your universe. Perhaps someone is trying to reach out to you and wishing to express something to                  
you. Is it possible for you to open up to create a possibility of actively listening to that or those you have                      
been consciously or subconsciously ignoring so far? 
 
Birthdate 7  
MCF2 - FRONT THIRD EYE CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I remain open to align my vision with the universal vision.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION  
You are a visionary. You can get subtle signals, creative and intuitive ideas from the metaphysical                
world. This can be effortless in a calm and thoughtless space. Meditate more to align your visions with                  
that of the universe and co-create as per the guidance.. Whatever guidance, answers and direction you                
are seeking, can be available in calmer and more peaceful state of mind.  
 
Birthdate 8  
MCB5 - BACK THROAT CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I express with honour.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Your capability of expressing yourself well is in direct proportion to your self esteem, self belief and self 
confidence. If your honour was adversely affected in the past, it is time to restore your honour, so that 
you can hold your head high and express freely and appropriately. The beginning shall happen when 
you address your guilt, if any and embrace all that you are and be OK with all that is in and around 
you.  



 
 
Birthdate 9  
SC7 - BALANCE CHAKRA  
 
AFFIRMATION 
I remain balanced in my balanced world.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Probably you are at a juncture where you are anticipating a 360 degrees spin in your inner or outer                   
world. We all are aware that change is a norm of life. At times there are possibilities of extremely rapid                    
changes and you may find it difficult to adjust to them. Rather than restricting and resisting rapid                 
changes, seek to have balance and serenity when your life is likely to a spin. Do not wait for the things                     
to settle so that you feel balanced. Instead, focus on remaining balanced so that the situation around                 
you settles soon in your favor.  
 
Birthdate 10  
MCB3 - BACK THIRD EYE CHAKRA- 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I implement all my dreams, ideas and visions.  
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
All your dreams, ideas and visions will be meaningful to you and the world, only if you implement them                   
appropriately. You may have a lot of brilliant plans and you may not know what would be the right                   
course of action to ensure that the plans are executed well. Holding on to these visionary and creative                  
ideas are meaningless if they are not executed appropriately. At times, you will be invited to execute                 
others’ creative and visionary ideas. You are asked to implement, get it implemented or do what is                 
needed to be done to co-create and manifest. What is holding you back? Even if you do not implement                   
all these ideas, you can certainly ensure that others who are ready to execute these plans are directed                  
and guided well. Play your role correctly; decode the language of the universe by aligning to the higher                  
consciousness and act with higher vision and wisdom. That’s what will help you rise from mediocrity                
and give you a position of great command over the given situation.  
 
Birthdate 11  
SL13 - LEFT POSITIVITY CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
All that I do, I do for the greater good. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
It is quite possible that you are consciously or subconsciously constantly anticipating that you may do                
something incorrect or wrong and suffer the consequences. You may be worried about others suffering               
due to your 'wrong doing'. However, it would be a good idea to be aware that all that happens, happens                    
for the good, even if you are a perpetrator of something 'wrong'. It could be just right in the higher or                     
larger perspective. Simply flow, let it go and trust that all that happens, happens for the greater good.                  
In full faith, request the higher consciousness to give you prudence to act as per your life plan to create                    
a win-win situation for you and everyone as per the highest plan for all.  
 
Birthdate 12  
FL20 - LEFT NEUTRAL OBSERVATION TO THE INACCESSIBLE CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I recognise and remain a detached observer of my shadow self. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
It is possible that at times you may not like what you perceive in the deepest unpleasant aspects of your 
personality and ignore some of your attributes and attitude. What you perceive in your personality is                
after all apart of you. Disliking them and being uncomfortable with them cannot bring in any                
transformation. Worse would be to derecognise a part of you. However, you may choose to remain a                 



neutral observer to what you can see or perceive in the shadow aspect of your personality or your                  
shadow self. 
 
Birthdate 13  
FL30 - LEFT LISTENING CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I actively listen to my inner calling. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You are constantly in communication with your inner voice or subtle communication or expression              
from your body consciousness or higher consciousness. It is possible that you are reluctant to listen to                 
those intuitive messages and guidance. Is there something you could shift in your space so that you                 
remain open to listen to your inner guidance? Address your doubts, inhibitions, conscious mind              
interference and listen to your inner voice, which is constantly guiding you towards your highest and                
the best. 

Birthdate 14  
FC46 - WISDOM CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I follow my inner wisdom and discretion. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION  
You have inherent wisdom within, which is constantly guiding you well. At times due to several                
reasons, you lose touch with the brilliance within. You are reminded to get in touch with the inherent                  
wisdom within and act in alignment with your own wisdom. Even if you are being guided by the wise                   
ones, it would be a good idea to use your inner wisdom to select which guidance is good for you and will                      
work for you. 

Birthdate 15  
HL14 - LEFT COMMAND CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I contribute by being in total command. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You have a choice in the matter of contribution. Address your inhibitory or compulsive beliefs and                
exercise enough command over what you contribute, how you contribute, when you contribute and in               
which manner you contribute. No one can dictate you unless you allow them to pressurise you. 

Birthdate 16  
PL22 - LEFT HUMILITY CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I humbly contribute my best. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION  
Remaining humble will enable you to give, impart, contribute, share, deliver, provide or serve with due                
grace and gratitude. Give with gratitude. Give being a channel of provision. Give with grace. Be modest                 
and humble as all that you are doing, is merely a roleplay. Your ability of contribution is dependent on                   
receiver's ability and openness to receive. 
 
Birthdate 17  
BL2 - LEFT SMART DETOUR CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I progress beyond my perceived inner resistance in a smart way. 
 
 
 



 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Of course, you would like to have constant progress and resounding success throughout your life. But                
not always, all aspects of your personality is geared to achieve progress and the path of success. You                  
may have several unrecognised blocks, in the form of beliefs, concerns and fears. You may have                
adverse association of growth and progress with success. As a result, even though you have been                
sincerely putting in all the efforts to progress well in life, a part of your personality could be constantly                   
inhibiting you or perhaps, manifesting obstacles in your way. What you need is a shrewd way of                 
handling this inner resistance. You need to make sure that you do not think of sabotaging others for                  
your success. Though, they say everything is alright in love and war, there are better, shrewd ways of                  
progressing well in life rather than winning by ensuring others’ defeat. Think in an offbeat manner and                 
you will find a creative way to reach desired objective and follow the course even if that path seems to                    
be a detour. 
 
Birthdate 18  
BR9 - RIGHT MOTIVATION TO MOVE FORWARD CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I move forward with motivation. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You are being poked time and again to remind you that you need to move on or move ahead in life.                     
Perceive this poking, irritation, unfavourable or undesirable situations or trivials as a push or a               
prodding to ensure that you move forward or move on in life. If you remain self motivated through                  
inner inspiration, you may not need the unpleasant prodding or poking to push you forward in life. 
 
Birthdate 19  
VT5 - COLLECTIVE ENROLLMENT IN FUN AND JOY CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I enroll one and all around me to have fun and joy along with me. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Let the fountain of joy within you to inspire others to awaken the joy in their life. Collectively enjoy,                   
celebrate and have fun with all who are around you. If sadness and grief could be contagious,                 
happiness and joy could be more contagious. Enroll and inspire others to lead a happy life. Help them                  
shed their inhibitions and experience the sheer thrill in the moment. Let your life be a series of                  
celebrations. 
 
Birthdate 20  
MC1 - CROWN CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I am the experience and the experience is me. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
All that you are seeing and feeling is a part of your projection and could be the extension of your                    
‘being’. You are a part of your universe and at the same time the entire universe is a part of you. You                      
are the microcosm in the Macrocosm and still you represent the macrocosm. If you need to bring about                  
a shift in the universe, you need to bring the shift in your being. The beginning will happen when you                    
heal and integrate all scattered parts of your personality, so that you feel whole and complete once                 
again and be in touch with that, which is whole and complete. This is when you start being instead of                    
operating from the roleplay of the doership. 
 
Birthdate 21  
SR3 - RIGHT DEFENCE ADAPTATION CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I graciously accept the change in the way others defend. 
 
 



 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
We all have a right to defend ourselves and ensure our well being. There are several ways in which                   
others around you defend themselves, too. Some people defend by being aggressive or rude, whereas               
some people defend by being sober and obedient. As you change from within, people around you                
change as well. They often alter their style of defence which may or may not be acceptable to you.                   
However, you need to gently and compassionately understand and accept their need for the change in                
the way they defend themselves. Recognise, if there are certain attributes in you which is making others                 
so defensive. Resolve and rise above the need to witness defensive behaviour in others. As you start                 
accepting with awareness, the unhealthy patterns will be recognised and resolved. 
 
Birthdate 22  
FC1 - FAITH CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
In full faith, I allow the higher consciousness to guide me towards my highest and best. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
As you align yourself to the higher consciousness; you as well as all around you, shall be taken care of                    
in a divine way. Explore the possibility of operating from the faith that all in the universe are                  
eventually taken care of, protected and provided for. Do not let minor setbacks inhibit you. It's natural                 
for you to operate from faith when you are completely aligned with the divine plan for you and when                   
you have total faith in your inner guidance. There is a difference between 'faith' and 'trust'. Trust often                  
gets shaken up by minor setbacks. Faith in the higher consciousness discovers brilliance even in               
seeming setbacks of life. Continue having faith in yourself, in your body, and in all that you are                  
concerned about. 
 

Birthdate 23  
FL4 - LEFT LIBERATION CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I discover creative ways of liberating myself and others. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Recognise and appropriately address your beliefs, fears, concerns and adverse effects of past             
experiences which prevent you from sanctioning an experience of liberation for yourself and for others               
in your space. You deserve to liberate yourself. You and everyone around you deserve to experience                
this freedom within the framework of their individual life plan. You deserve to discover and expand                
parameters for liberation in alignment with your life plan. 

Birthdate 24  
FR13 - RIGHT NEUTRAL OBSERVATION CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I choose to observe neutrally and respond proactively towards all environmental inconsistencies. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
By ignoring the unpleasantness, you could be overlooking the possibility of bringing in a positive shift                
through them. Sometimes you may have a desire to close your eyes to certain unpleasant aspects of                 
your outer environment. Not all that is happening in your environment may be pleasing and appealing                
to you. However, closing your eyes will not take care of the situation. You are reminded to open your                   
eyes and be a detached observer to all that is happening in your outer space so that eventually all                   
inconsistencies can be recognised and addressed in an appropriate manner. 
 
Birthdate 25  
FR17 - RIGHT NEUTRAL PERCEPTION CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I remain a conscious observer of my perceptions. 



 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
There is a difference between facts and perceptions. What may be disturbing you in your environment                
could be due to your perception and not the truth. The truth may be different from your perception.                  
Would it be possible for you to address your sensitivity to what you are perceiving in your environment                  
while working towards a neutral perception? Mastering the art of being a neutral observer will assist                
you in differentiating between the perception and the truth. 
 
Birthdate 26  
FC24 - DIPLOMACY CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I remain assertive and expressive in a diplomatic manner. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Explore the possibility of conveying all that you would like to express in a more diplomatic manner.                 
Being diplomatic does not mean that you keep quiet and withhold your expression and communication.               
In fact, speak or express yourself in a manner which is received well by the recipient. Diplomacy is an                   
art. You can get better and better with time with a little practice and awareness. Take some time and                   
contemplate before you express yourself. 
 
Birthdate 27  
FLR1 - RIGHT INDEPENDENCE CHAKRA- 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I perform my best independent of available material resources. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
Look at the possibility of giving your best by overcoming your remaining dependency on either a                
platform/material surrounding/physical environment and/or material comforts, e.g. dependency on         
certain gadgets, vehicle, air conditioner, etc. It's time to claim your independence and perform              
irrespective of available material comforts. 

Birthdate 28  
BLR1- RIGHT DETACHMENT CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I put my best foot forward with detachment. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
You could be curtailing yourself from putting your best foot forward due to perceived possibility of                
attachment. With higher awareness and allowance of the flow, you will be able to detach yourself easily                 
and effortlessly. This will enable you to put your best foot forward with due detachment. 
 
Birthdate 29  
TL10 - LEFT GROUND REALITY ACCEPTANCE CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I come to terms with my ground reality in a constructive manner and continue putting my best foot                  
forward. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION  
This is not the time to withdraw. Continue to accept your ground reality with an awareness and                 
continue to put your best foot forward by coming to terms with it. Your ground reality may not change                   
but your attitude towards it can. So today resolve to continue putting your best forward by coming to                  
terms with your ground reality with a constructive attitude. Embrace your ground reality with              
positivity. (Ground reality means - the housing condition, socio-economic & political situation, health             
conditions of senior family members, weather conditions etc.) 
 



 
 
Birthdate 30  
NC1 - EFFECTIVE PROPOSITION CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I invite others to value my wise advice at the right time in a right manner. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION  
You have wise ideas and advice as you have a foresight and can envisage the consequences of decisions                  
and actions taken by others, well in advance. However, it bothers you, when people do not take your                  
advice seriously - at the time they should and in a manner they should. Unfortunately, they value your                  
advice quite late and that generates a considerable frustration (within you). Enhancing your             
communication and inviting people to get your wisdom at the right time in the right manner, would be                  
helpful. 
 
Birthdate 31  
PL18 - LEFT WILLINGNESS CHAKRA 
 
AFFIRMATION 
I willingly contribute in the best possible manner. 
 
SHORT EXPLANATION 
It's time to remain a willing giver to give, deliver, discharge, implement all that is committed by you or                   
expected from you. Whenever there is a will, there is a way. Recognise and resolve the factors creating                  
unwillingness or lack of will. You will find your way to contribute effectively. 
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